hi this paper, an original motion-based shape error coiicealnient tecluiique, especially iueful for object-based vida applications in error-prone eiiviroiunmts si~ch a s mobile iietnorks, is proposd. It is assumed that the shape of the comiptd object at haid is in the fonn ofa binay alpha pla~ie and wmc ofthc shape data is inissiiig doe to channel errors. ' So conceal the comipted shape, Uic decoder start: by assiuiiing Uvat the alpha plane changu: iii consccutivc tune instants caii he descrihc~I by a global motion iiiodel. This way, based on locally estimated global nuition pmnicters, the decoder tries to conceal the comiptd alpha plane by global motion comlxiisating Uic shape dah tiom the previous time instant. llien, since not all alpha phne chaigcs can bc pcrfcctly descrilxd by global motion, an additional local motion rctiiicmcnt is applicd to dcel \\+U1 area ofthc objL.ct that have significant niotioii.
INTRODUCTION
'fie appexance of the MPEG-4 object-based audiovisual coding staidxd [I] openal up Uic way for new' vidco srviccs, where scenes are uiidastood as a composition of objects. However, U I order to make these object-based services available in errorprone awiroiuncnts, such as mobile networks or the Internet, with an acceptable quality, appropriate error conceahnnit techniques dealing mith shape and textire data are necessary.
In terms of shape concealment, several techniques have already k e n proposed in the literature, wbich can be divided in two major categories (each one with its own advantages and disadvantages), depending on the information tliat is used for the concealment process. On On the other band, temporal error concealment techniques, such as those proposed in [ 5 ] and in this paper, rely on shape infomation from other (typically previous) tinie instants to perform the concealment.
In particular, the method proposed in [S] is based on the idea that the contour changes (i.e., the boundary of the shape data) for a given video object, in consecutive time instants, can be described by a global motion model. Based on this assumption, the global motion parameters are estimated at the encoder and sent along with the encoded bitstream to the decoder. This way, when emors occur and cause the contour to be broken in sevml places, the decoder can easily (global) motion compensate the contour from the previous time instant using the infomiation sent by the encoder and restore the conupted contour. To mover the shape, the decoder has simply to fdl in the concealed contour.
The first dmwback of the technique described above is that the global motion panmeters are computed at the encoder; when the sequence is k i n g encoded. 
PROPOSED MOTION-BASED SHAPE ERROR CONCEALMENT ALGORITHM
In this papa, the idei of usiiig global motion to conceal shape mors at the decoder is eMaided while overconung the tu0 major drawback mentioned above. In the proposal Icchniqir, all error conceahiient related processing is perfonnd at the dccoda, which no longer has to rely on additional (nonnonnative) iifibnnation snit by the encoder. This allows the proposd tcchnique to be used even if the encoder knows notliiag aboiit the concealnient tecluiiqiies iiiiplaimitd at the decoder, which is usually !lie case wlien tcmiiiliils froiii ditlwnt manufacturers are used, ewn if the snie standard coding fonnat is used. T h i s way, the additional bit rate that was used U1 [SI to send the global niotioii paranleters can k used for r;ometlung else, like increasing the shape intra refrcshnient rate or improving the texture quality. In addition, to be able to deal with shapes that have sonie local motion, the proposed concealinent tochnique also includes a local niotion refinement step. In this paper, it is assumed that the alpha planes have been encoded with some kind of block-based technique beiore k m g dclivercd, such as (but not necessarily) the solutions specified in the MF'EG-1 Visual standard [I] . It is alw, considered that bitstream e r " will manifest themselves in the fomi of bursts of consecutive erroneous 16x16 blocks, which is the most common case, at least ui video coding standards. With the remaining comectly decoded shape and texture data, the decodq will be able to locally compute the necessruy global motion paametm.
Afier the global motion parameters have been determined, they cm be used to motion compensate the alpha plane of the previous time instant. This way, the erroneous shape blocks in the conuptat alpha plane being concealed can he simply replaced by the co-located shape blocks in the motion compensated previous alpha plane. Assuming that the global motion model can accurately describe the shape motion, this concealment alone should t e able to produce rather good results
However, in many cases, this does not happen, due to the existence of local motion in some areas of the shape. Therefore, to avoid significant shape artifacts when concealing erroneous blocks in areas with local motion, an additional local motion refmement scheme has k e n introduced in the concealment process. In this scheme, the available blocks stumimding an erroneous shape block are used to determine if any local motion exists; if so, a local motion vector is estimated and usPi to fmd a better replacement block &om the previous alpha plane for the erroneous shape block. The block diagmn for the proposed temporal shape error concealment technique is presented in Figure I , where each block corresponds to one of the three consecutive steps in the concealment process. In order to undersland bcttcr tbc shape concealment process, an illustmtive exmnple will be given before detailing wch of the steps abore in the following sectioiis. I n this cuniple, the alpha plane in Figure 2 (a) has becn corrupted, a illustrated in Figure  2 (b). Based on the estimated global motion paranieters (using Uie infomiation in Figurc 2 (b) ), the previous VOP is motion compensated and Figure 2 ( 
Global motion compensation concealment
Alter the global motion pamnicten are known, the motion conipsation itself is quite straightforward. Tbe objctive of this module is to take the correctly decoded (or p d y concealed) alpha plane from thc previous time instwt atid global niotion compensate it to the current time instant, so that it can l k used to conceal the corrupted parts of the current alpha plane. To do this, all the decoder I u s to do is consider all the points with coordinates (&y) in the previous alpha plane and compute their new coordinates (x',y') in the cument time instant where the concealnient is to be applied, by using.Equation (I). To make the motion coinpelisation more efficient, only the points with coordinates (qy) that correspond to opaque shapels in the previous alpha plane have to be considacd. Of course, motion conipsation can be applied to both shape atid texture data.
Alter the previous alpha plane has been motion conipensatd, the concealment itself, which is siniply a cut and paste operation, can slat In the corrupted alpha plane, all the corrupted shape blocks are replaced with the correspondmg alpha plane blocks fmm the motion compensated previous alpha plane. The same can k done for the texture data. To better understand this procedure, Figure 3 should be considered. In Figure 3 (a) , the corrupted alpha plane is shown.
In Figure 3 (b) , the previous global motion compensated alpha plane is shown, where the shaded areas correspond to the corrupted alpha blocks in the current cormpted alpha planc. By simply copying these shaded blocks to the comipted alpha plane, Cornipred alpha plane; @) Previous global motion compensated alpha plam: ( c) Concealed alpha plane therefore, its motion basically corresponds to the motion of the contour. This way. to determine the motion of the shape data, the 798
Loc;il motion refinement
As illustrated in Figure 2 block-matching motion estimation algoritlun to the current luminance plane and the prcvious luminance plane. Then, local motion conipeisated concealment is tried for the shape block at hand with the determined motion vectors (i.e., replacing the corrupted shape block with the shape block from the previous alpha plane indicated by the detemymed motion vector). In addition to the various individual motion vectors, the average motion vector is also tried. If some of the neighboring shape blocks were not correctly decodal hut have already been (concealed and) local motion refmed and, therefore, already have local motion vectors associated to them they are also included in the computation of the average motion vector. From the tested motion vectors, the one that will be used to perform the final local concealment is the one that " i i e s a shape border continuity metric (SCh4) for the concealed shape block. This metric is defined as:
where s, corresponds to the shapels in the four borders of the concealed shap: block being refmed and S, corresponds to the shapels across the border froms,. To compute the SCM, only the neighboring blocks that have either b e n correctly decoded or already undergone local refinement are taken into account. 
Local motiorr mfinement
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the concwled alpha plane are scaiumal from top to bottom, let1 to riglit. l'or each concwled shape block that does not have m y correctly decoded neighboring block, the decoder has to detnnuiic if any of the neighboring shape blocks have beem locally refined. If not, nothing is done at this time for this shape block. If, on the othcr lmid, some of the neighboring shape blocks have already been locally refined, their previously deternuiied (i.e., in the previous section) motion vectors should be considered and used to palomi local niotioii compensated concalmclit for thc shape block at hind. As in Section 2.3. I , the average motion vector is also tried To choose which motion vector will bc uxd to perform the fiiial concealment, the metric in Equation (2) will also k uxd. The same motion vector can also bc u x d to reline Uie concealed texiiire data. In ordm to guarmtee that all the iiecessa~~ shape blocks iuc refined; Uic procedure dcxribd above has to be performed agaiii from bottom to top, right to left.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
hi order to evaluate the proposed motion-hoscd shape concwhiient technique, tlic AI&vo, Biwoni and St+, vidm objects have beni encoded according to the MI'EG-4 Core Visuil Object Type. In terms of Ml'EG-4 video CTOT rcsilicncc tools, resynchronimtion mmken and data partitioning with reversible variable length codes were used. Additionally, siiicc it was important (for the estimation of global niotion pmanictcrs) to avoid that the decoded texiurc. quality degrade too much, a periodic intra refresbnient sehenie was used at thc encoder, As for the shape data, it was intra coded at wch time iiistait.
Here, instead of adding mors duectly to the bitstreans, the decoder simply ignored the vidco packets randomly with a given packet loss rate (following a unifomi distribution which pmduces bursts of corrupted shape blocks), thus allowing to evaluate the ptrfonnaice of tlic conccahuait technique independently of the decoder m r detectioii capabilities. For each one of the studied loss rates, each video object has been decoded 50 times (i.e., corresponding to 50 diKemt error patterns or runs), while applying the proposed motion-based shape error concealment technique to the comipted alpha planes.
To evaluate the shape quality, the Dtr metric used by MPEG is adopted, which is defined as the number of diITerent shapels between the decoded and original alpha planes divided by the total number of opaque shapels in the original alpha plane.
Additionally, since the pmposed technique can also be applied to the texture of the video object, whose decoded texture quality is here very important for the estimation of the global motion pameters, numerical texture quality results will also be presented using the PSVR metric. However, since arbitrarily shaped video objects are used, the PSVR metric is only computed over the pixels that belong to both the decoded VOP being evaluated and the original VOP.
Due to space limitation, results are only s h o w here for the CIF version of the Stefan video object; the lowest acceplahle frame rate for this sequence (i.e., 15 fps) was used because it corresponds to the most critical situation in terms of temporal error concealment. At this frame rate, an acceptable texture qualily can be obtained by encoding the sequence at 128 kbps.
As for the video packet size, this was chosen to be 1060 bits, which corresponds to eight video packets per VOP. With these parmetax, an average error-free decoded texture quality of In Table 2 , tliev gradually dmay as the packet loss rate iiicreaes, which was also cqected.
In order to illnstratc thc results in Table I mid Tablc 2, lhc shape and tcxhire of a given decoded VOP (VOP 3 in the original 300 VOP sequence) is used. In Figure 5 , thrw diflaent c o m p t d versions of the alpha plane h Figure 4 (a) aid the texhire in Figure 4 (h) are shown, i n addition to the correbpnding concealed alpha planes and textures. These three versions correspond to three ofthe 50 differnit error pittems for a video packet loss rate of 20% (the ors st tested). As 
FINAL REMARKS
hi this paper, a temporal motion-based technique was proposed to conceal shape errors in binary alpha planes or in the hinary support of gray scale shape for object-ked video coding systems, such as those based on the MPEG4 standard. Results have b e n presented showing the ability of this technique to recover lost shape data with rather small distortion, even for cases where local motion exists and the global motion model alone is not able to perfectly describe the shape motion.
Finally, it is important to emphasize the relevance of shape concwhnent techniques, not only to achieve an acceptable shaw quality, but also becausc the decoded texhue qnaliv obtained is highly dependcnt on the quality of the shape data (i.e., the texturc data cmi only be comctly decoded if the shape data is corrcct). Therefore, for object-hascd rideo applications to he achlally deployed in error-prone enviroiuucnls, robust shape error coiicwluient techniques mill have to he available.
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